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By Athony K. in

SYNOPSIS

00
MtThe Ordnance Corps is sponsoring the develop- L)%00

ment of chromium-iron alloys in the interest of

In obtaining a strong, ductile, corrosion-resistant allay.\

The results of some short time elevated temperature

tensile tests and V-notch Charpy imapact tests of som

recently developed alloys with 4O,'a and 50,,1 ohromiuma

are presented in this paper. These data Indicate that

chromium-iron alloys have naa been developed with

interesting engineering properties as evidenced by

ductility at room temperature and retention of strength

at elevated temperatures up to 1000*F.

'Acting Chief, Ugh Temperature Measurement Section
Watertown Arsenal Laboratories, Viatertowin, ILass.

*Statements and opinions exp~ressed in this paper

are those of the author a~±d not necessarily those
of the urdnance Corps, Department of' the Arnqr.
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IiNTZODUC TI il

In the interest of developing a strong, duotile, corrosion-

resistant alloy, the Ordnance Corps is sponsoring the development

of chromium-iron alloys at the Liotals iAesearoh Laboratories of

-the Electra Metallurgical Company. Recent work there resulted

in some materials which were strong and ductile when tested at

room temperature. In order to determine the factors affecting

the application of these alloys, it became necessary to know

their behavwior at high temperatures. Theref ore, this investigation

was undertaken to determine the short time tensile properties and

notch toughness of some of the alloys at elevated temperatures.
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Three heats of ciiromiux-iron alloys wzere investigated.

Sample A and B had nominal chromaium oontents of 50p; Sample C

had a nominal chromitza content of 40/o~. These alloys were

vacuum melted, cast into 4 inch square ingots, forged to size

at 2060OF and heat treated at 14700F, water quenchl at the

Metals Research Laboratories.

Samples A and C were forged to 1-1/8 inch square; sample B

was forred only to 1-1/2 inch. Table I shows the results of

chemical analyses of these materials. Samples A. and C were used

to determine short time elevated temperature tensile properties

and notch toughness; sample B was used to study notch toughness

only. Some average room temperature tensile properties of these

alloys are listed in Table II.

Threaded tensile specimens with a gage section 1 inch long

by 0.252 inch in diameter were used in the short time elevated

temperature tensile tests. Federal Specification Qq-U-151a

describes the specimen in greater detail. The tensile tests were

conducted in a 120,000 pound capacity hydraulic-type universal

testing machine at a cross-head speed of 0.02 inch per minute

within the yield strength range. Thereafter, a cross-head speed

of about 0.05 inch per minute was used to fracture. Test

speciriens were held for about 60 minutes in a re si stance -wound

Lurnqa capabole oi, pairitaining a teimparature uniform within 3*

ovur tthe I inch CFA-- IwjitLiL, oofore application of the tensile

* 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0



load.* An averaging, separabl.e, siicroforh.er-typa extens oreter

with extension 96r=s attached to the ruecirnei was used in

conjunction with an automatic recorder in order to obtain

autographic load-extension curves. The temperatures of the-

tests ranged from room temperature to 14000F.

Notch toughness of matcrials A, B, and C was determined

by using subsize V-notch Charpy Specimens, 1 inch long by

0.197 inch square prepared with their lengths parallel to the

longitudinal uxis of the alloy bars. In addition, some standard

size V-notch Charpy specimens waro mach-ined from material B,

for comparison tests. The impact tests were conducted in

machines of 16, 217 and 240 foot-pounds capacity. Specimens

testrod at teirueratures up to 1400OF were held at the desired

temperature in a box furnace for 45minutes prior to removal .-

for, testing. Subsize test specimens were used in the investi-

gation because of the limited amount of material available and

in conjunction with a study of the use of small specimens for

evaluation purposes. The dimensions of thae subsize impaict-

specim~en used in tiiis investixationullshrymn in Firure 1.



RI-SUJLTS tuWi DISCUSSION

The variation of strengths as a function of temsperature is

shown by the curves in'Figure 2. Here it can be observed that

the strengths of the alloys at first decrease as the temperature

of test is increased. This downwiard trend changes in the vicinity

of 500*F and as the temperature of test is further increased the

yield and tensile strengths rise. At about 10000F, the strength

of the material reaches a maximum which is about the same or

slightly greater than the room temperature strength. Above

10000 F, the str,,nfgth of tne alloy decreases markedly.

An effect of chroiumt content is also shown by Figure 2

wherein it is noted that for these two alloys, which have the

s ame degree of hot working, and heat treatment, the strength of

the 40%, chromium alloy is less than that of the 50%' chromium

alloy. For example, the room temperature tensile strength of

the 40/o chromium alloy is nearly 80,000 psi while that of the

50yo chromium alloy is about 106,000 psi. The minimum and maximum.

tensile strengths for these alloys were approximately 63,000 and

88,000 psi and 84,000 and 108,000 psi, for the 40%. and 50co%

ohromium alloys respectively. As previously indicated, these

minimum, and maximum strength values occured in the vicinity of

600OF and 10000F, respectively. TIhe yield strengths at 0.20%/

and 0.01,14 offset show the same ! eneral trend as that of the

tensile stren~rth.
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Tio ductilt&., o.L .'h ,trial, as indioated in kigure 3 by

elougation and redlaction uf' urea -loin gcnora"L inkcreases as

the strength decreases. At about i000 t,', vriere the strength is

at a maximum, the ductility is at a minimum. At roam temperature,

the elongation and -oduc 'ion of area of the 40, chrominum alloy'are

about 30% and 707>, respocuivoly. Corresponding figures for the

60% chromium alloy are 25/o Luid 60-,. These limited data indicate

that the 40' chromium olloy i more ductii.i than the 50% chromium

alloy under these condil'ions of testing.

The cause of the hirh strengsth and apparont emrbrittlement at

10000i is being inveutigated. Limited room temporature hardness

measurements indicate titat When these materials are heated in the

range of 10000P for a shoe't per od of time, some pernancnt change

occurs and the hardness level of the material is raised. Heating

up to. 8000F followed by slow cooling raises the hardness level

only to a small detiree. Inizial metallographic examination of

specimens from sample A after tosting shows all fractures to be

transgranular, Ho metallurgical chang-es are observed other than

twinning only in the specimen tested at O000F.

The impact notclh tcuz1menm oi' the material is relatively low

at room temperature but increases rapidly as the temperature

increases. Tjvso limited data Tho.nj in the impact transition

curvos of ?ire 4 iudiate t:iat jrit, thi sanie dogroe of hot

working and heat tO'eatnt, the 40.; chromlur. alloy, (Sample 0)

6
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reqire a ii~iere~ogy o facue adc has 9. lower transition

teraperature than the 50p chlraomii~ allo,, (scuiiple 4). The transition

curves of tlie 50/-0 clirondtum alloys, (samples r and B), appear to be

almost identical. i'or comparison purposes, the results of tests

on sample B using both convoetional full size and subsize V-notoh

Oharpy specimefls are shown in Figure 5. In this firure the curve

for the subsize sample B speciien looks dif-Lerent from its

corresponding curve in 'oLiure 4 because of the change in scale.

However, no FcALLa.A at correlation due to size effects is being

made at this time.

The impact data indicate that f or this mterial a phenomena

occurs at some high tempe rature Wherein the impact energy to fracture

lessens as the temperature of test is much increased above the

transition temperature. The reason for this is still under study. :'

7
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Short time ro~v-a:C- l-,?giursature tmneilo tests %yere conducted

on a 60/o chrmiium - b0> iron allo:y and a 40;%'0 clronium -60Q. iron-

alloy which had the ramie Oal; ,e ).C id: .- orkinC and heat treatmont. --

The strengeths of tLhes -,atcrias~l decruused as tale temperature of

trLe tests increased Ut, -,o 'O 'V' ron 60002, the stren-ths

colrAienood to increasci as5L t-orqorature iu-creased, reaching a

maximtum at 1000O? with Cocroase in ductility. Tensile strength

as high as 106,000 psi -aith 25 olon-a-ti,,wi ivas observed in the

higher chromium alloy. In vetinthe strone-th of the 50%0

chromium alloy is hl,[her tlian tiatt of thoi 40, ahronaum alloy.

On the other hand, the notch tou,-hiieo.s of the 40,%, chromium. is

greator than that of the 510,, chrlomium alloy. Therefore, it is

apparent tha, t the mechanical properties of tiuose maborials are

dependent upon chromium content as viell as other factors. The

progress indicutes tnut de-volopj!c t iu a tvo. ,,.ronfgar ductile

elloy is feasible.
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_____E Fe c Be

A50.-03 Bal 0.03 0.21 -

B 50.75 Dal 0.011 - .04

0 41.05 Bal 0.015 0.14 -
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